
Organic evolution – part 2  

 
 

From our last post we were talking about the origin of life. According to the largely 

accepted evolutionary view, the building blocks of the first cell were thus formed by chance 

lightning in the primeval atmosphere. Then once a colony of living cells existed in a primeval 

ocean, natural selection took over due to competition between cells, resulting in an entirely 

automatic evolution in the Neodarwinian sense of the word, without any outside planning. 

This is the premise for Miller-Urey’s experimental results.  

However with the advent of modern biochemistry we are now able to look at the 

rock-bottom level of life. Biochemistry has made it possible to understand how life works. 

Astonishing complexity of sub-cellular organic structures has forced the question, could life 

really have evolved? I answer that biochemistry has pushed Darwin’s theory to the very 

limit.  

Miller and Urey experiment obtained two simple amino acids, glycine and alanine1, 

as well as some additional organic compounds found in living cells. It is proposed that these 

amino acids arose from the ocean and evolved into a living cell. In 1953, Stanley Miller 

performed an experiment that supports the hypothesis that small organic molecules were 

formed at the ocean’s surface2. Let us digest this view; if such amino acids dissolve in water 

under favourable chemical conditions, any two of them will allegedly combine, releasing a 

molecule of water and forming a peptide3.  

The amino group (NH₂) of the amino acid (R = radical) combines with the carboxyl 

group (COOH) of the second amino acid, releasing HOH (= water, H₂O) to form the peptide 

(Fig A). Now on examining the formula for the peptides, one finds that they always carry an 

additional NH₂ group and a COOH group so that the dipeptide, for example, can combine 

with a second dipeptide (or monopeptide or amino acid) to form a quadripeptide (or 

tripeptide, etc). Again a molecule of water is released during this process. 
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Fig A  

 

 If a further condensation (Fig B) is carried out between polypeptide molecules one 

finally – after the chain has reached a length of several thousand building blocks (amino 

acids) – obtains proteins similar to those of life. In the past it was even said that life itself 

consists of condensation reactions between amino acids with the liberation of water. Thus 

the proteins of life consist of amino acids of this type, only the chains are often very long. 

They may contain thousands of amino acid residues4.  

Fig B 
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 Now, as many types of amino acids can be obtained spontaneously in a primeval 

type of atmosphere with the aid of electric discharges, and as amino acids in aqueous 

solution are said to combine spontaneously (according to evolutionary theory) to give 

peptides, polypeptides, and protein-like substances, an experimental basis for spontaneous 

biogenesis according to experts thus has been established.  

Basically amino acids (which are the building blocks of life) and the peptides (basis 

of proteins) are both produced spontaneously, according to Miller’s scheme, from energy 

and matter with no help from extra-material telenomy.  

 
The question remains, could spontaneous biogenesis occur in primeval oceans?  

Biology textbooks state nearly unanimously that this is the case.  

On examining the equations for amino acids and peptides, the above reactions are 

found to be reversible – that is, they take place forward or backward depending on 

experimental conditions. The direction in which the reaction takes place depends on the 

concentration of reagents on both sides of the equation. If the molecules of water which 

have been released by the condensation reaction on the right hand side of the equation are 

removed as soon as they appear, and their concentration is thus reduced in the reacting 

mixture, the entire reaction should tend toward the right hand side, and the theoretical 

yield of peptides – as represented in the equation – be obtained. Conversely by adding large 

amounts of water (instead of removing water) to the reacting mixture, no peptides or only 

very few will be formed: instead, the initial reagents, amino acids, are obtained. Thus, if 

excess water is present in the reacting mixture, peptide synthesis does not take place, 

equilibrium remains on the side of the initial reagents, the amino acids, which are the 

building blocks of life. This phenomenon is covered by the law of mass action: it is valid for 

all reversible reactions. Simply said, in reactions of this type synthesis of polypeptides from 

amino acids does not take place in the presence of excess water. 5 

 This consequence of this well-known fact of organic chemistry is important: 

concentrations of amino acids will combine only in minute amounts, if they combine at all in 

a primeval ocean providing excess water, to form polypeptides. Any amounts of polypeptide 

which might be formed will be broken down into their initial components (amino acids) by 

the excess water. The ocean is thus practically the last place on this or any other planet 

where the proteins of life could be formed spontaneously from amino acids. 6 
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Amino acids and their chirality 
 

Approximately 20 amino acids comprise the building blocks of life. Few of these 
amino acids can be formed through chance lightning, as we have discovered in Miller-Urey’s 
experiment. Obtaining amino acids is one thing, but to obtain a living protoplasm through 
chance, is a huge leap, and erroneous in principle. On analysis of Miller-Urey’s experiment 
there is little to no doubt that Miller’s amino acids are completely unsuitable for any type of 
spontaneous biogenesis. We must explain why this applies.  
 
 Amino acids are a property of asymmetry known as chirality. Chirality is a very 
difficult concept to understand in organic chemistry, but the information is provided to the 
scientifically inclined. The carbon atoms which are present in all amino acids may be 
regarded as the centre of a tetrahedron (of a figure bounded by four isosceles triangles). 
Geometrically, the four valencies of the carbon atom are directed toward the four corners 
(P, Q, R, and S) of the tetrahedron. Schematically, this may be represented in the following 
manner (A and B), where P, Q, R, S represent various substituent’s on the carbon valencies 
(Fig C).   
 
Fig C 

 
 
 
Figure C. Representation of Chirality on the structural model of two molecules. A. 
Tetrahedron viewed vertically from above, represented two-dimensionally. P, Q, R, and S 
denote vertices of the tetrahedron and represent the four valencies of the carbon atom. The 
carbon atom S lies at the centre of the basis triangle (three dimensionally; the vertex 



opposite the basis triangle). In this molecule (A) the plane of polarised light is rotated to the 
left (counter clockwise). B. Tetrahedron viewed vertically from above, represented two-
dimensionally, Description as A; no however, that Q and R are reversed. The plane of 
polarised light is rotated to the right (clock-wise) by this molecule (B).  
 
 From a purely chemical point of view, A and B are, of course, identical structures. But 
A is the mirror image of B – and B, of course, of A. Now if A and B represent structural 
models of real molecules, a plane of polarised light passing through A will be rotated in the 
opposite direction to the one in which the same light will rotate on passing through B. The 
mirror in the middle represents the mirror image of tetrahedron B. Therefore A can never 
be imposed on B so that P, Q, R, and S are all congruent – just as it is impossible to place a 
left hand glove over a right hand glove so that all fingers and both thumbs are congruent. 
Left hand and right hand gloves are mirror images, because my left hand is a mirror image of 
my right hand. The only difference between A and B lies in the spatial arrangements of the 
components and not in the chemical composition, which remains identical in both cases.  
 
 Two otherwise chemically identical molecules possessing mirror-image structures 
constitute chirality in chemical language. Thus two molecules, of which one is the mirror 
image of the other, will differ only in their spatial structure and not in their chemical 
analysis. On building long chains of molecules possessing different stereostructures 
(chirality), it will be immediately clear that any long chain consisting of laevorotary 
molecules (l-form, left) will differ structurally from any chain of dextrorotary molecules (d-
form, right) – or from mixtures of both (dl-forms).  
 
It’s complex, exceedingly complex, I know, and a very difficult concept to grasp. I studied 
organic chemistry in 2006, and it’s still difficult to comprehend the mirror images. But 
importantly we understand the following:  
 

- L-form (left) structures look different three-dimensionally to d-form (right) structures 
or to a mixture of both (dl).  

- The chemical contents of both chains (l and d), would be identical, but the 
stereostructure of the chains would differ.  

- The chirality of the amino acids involved determines the properties of the resulting 
proteins. Therefore dextrorotary proteins are different to laevorotary proteins, or to 
the ones produced from a mixture of dextrorotary and laevorotary amino acids, i.e. 
racemates (dl-forms).  

 
Why is all of this chirality detail important?  

It has been found that the proteins which contribute to living protoplasm are, with 
very few exceptions, laevorotary. We observe laevorotary forms among the natural 
proteins7. Dextrorotary amino acids and proteins occur very seldom in living protoplasm, for 
they form proteins which do not fit into the metabolism of living organisms. Additionally 
proteins consisting of dextrorotary amino acids are often lethal. Thus laevorotary chirality in 
the amino acids of life is absolutely necessary.  
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  The importance of laevorotary amino acids compared to dextrorotary may be missed 
by the reader. Let us put it another way; in a chain of 10000 left hands entering into a chain 
of 10000 left-handed gloves, if as much as one right-handed glove appears, this one right-
handed glove can stop the whole vibratory process of long glove chain receiving the long 
hand chain. Any adventitious right handed gloves and hands will stop exclusively left-
handed chain systems from entering into each other; thus bringing the whole metabolic 
process to a standstill. Racemates (mixtures of left handedness and right handedness) can 
never offer any basis at all for the metabolism of life.   
 
 We reiterate again those amino acids that act as the building blocks of life at 
biogenesis must exhibit the correct chirality. For biogenesis to take place, all amino acids of 
living protoplasm must be laevorotary. Again we stress, all amino acids involved in the 
synthesis of vital proteins must be ‘optically pure’ and ‘left’. That is, they must be 
laevorotary without any traces of dextrorotary isomers.  
 
Back to Miller-Urey experimental results  
 

Miller and Urey observed, by analysing the cooled water, that as much as 10-15% of 
the carbon within the system was now in the form of organic compounds. Two percent of 
the carbon had formed amino acids, including 13 of the 22 that are used to make proteins in 
living cells, with glycine as the most abundant8. 

 
The exhaustive experimental results of what Miller-Urey observed are not totally 

clear.   However there is consensus that only two percent of the experimental results were 
amino acids, which is quite a low number. Subsequently the majority of the experimental 
results were irrelevant material, and invalid to the aim of the experiment. Glycine was the 
most abundant amino acid, and glycine is achiral. This means that glycine is not and cannot 
be laevorotary.  

 
From my research, my position is that the primeval cell never developed from a 

racemate of amino acids (as alleged by Miller) which in turn was formed by chance through 
lightning in the primeval atmosphere. All building blocks of life which are formed by 
lightning (by chance) or other natural, non biological processes – appear as racemates only9 
that is 50% laevorotary and 50% dextrorotary forms. Remember the Miller-Urey experiment 
incorporated an electric shock to simulate lightning. The amino acids produced by Miller 
are exclusively and entirely racemates, and hence basically and absolutely unsuited for 
the metabolism of life. Mixtures of l and d-forms do not provide this satisfactory source. 
Lightning and chance, on principle, can never produce only pure laevorotary forms. There 
are two forms, laevorotary and dextrorotary, so the chance is 50% every time for either d or 
l. Remember that you need 10000 laevorotary forms that have not a single trace of 
dextrorotary. The probability of obtaining >10000 laevorotary forms only is astronomical. 
Undirected chance seems very, very absurd.  
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I said earlier that the difference between simple l and d forms is only on a three-
dimensional basis. No difference exists chemically. Why biology uses the l-form and not the 
d-form is unknown. But it’s hard on theoretical or practical grounds to explain how chance 
can act to produce optically pure laevorotary forms, and therefore explain how a living cell 
is produced through undirected evolution.  

 
Of course, optically pure laevorotary amino acids can be produced in the laboratory. 

L-forms can be produced by intelligent experimental control, but never through chance. 
Experiments attempting to separate dl forms into l and d forms through chance have been 
more or less fruitless. Only negligible amounts of optically pure l-forms have been observed. 
We reiterate again, for the synthesis of life to occur, practically 100% optical purity is 
required in as many as 20 different amino acids. Up to today never has an optically pure 
laevorotary amino acid been obtained by inorganic random (chance) reactions. I will say the 
future according to biochemical evidence, suggests nothing else.  

 
 


